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Drive operational excellence through well-managed 
applications with MontyCloud DAY2™

AN INTELLIGENT CLOUD OPERATIONS 
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM



As enterprises modernize applications into the public cloud such as Amazon Web 
Services (AWS), they must manage accounts, regions and availability zones. IT 
operations deal with Cloud-Native application architectures such as containers and 
serverless functions, and management and security tools. Sanctioned enterprise IT 
focuses on response, cost, and granular governance. 
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Eliminate the need to write, deploy and 
maintain complex code for CloudOps!

I love the simplicity MontyCloud has brought to our team when it comes 
automating our environment builds. We went from waiting for weeks for a 
new environment to be up and running to having it ready under 1 hour. 
And any changes to the AWS infrastructure is a simple infrastructure code 
change and a 1-click deployment. This has greatly minimised the load on 
our technical team.
Internal IT, OpenBiome

Enterprises are spending more on public 
cloud infrastructure and services. 

Consistent service and granular 
governance require more specialized 
skills.

Without MontyCloud DAY2™, cloud applications 
require specialized skills like scripting 
competently against deployment, management 
API’s, configuring up to thousands of identity and 
access roles and creating monitoring and 
governance policies for multiple applications and 
users.



With MontyCloud DAY2™ enterprises can:
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Introducing no-code/low code CloudOps 
with MontyCloud DAY2™

MontyCloud has helped lower our operational costs by 40%. With a 
combination of better resource tagging and organization and accurate 
cost reporting we were able to terminate resource consolidation and 
terminate unwanted resources. We also automated using reports and 
blueprints. Our service is now more cost efficient, without sacrificing agility.
EVP Engineering, Leading Online Pharmacy

Confidently deploy complex AWS application 
environments through a self-service catalog of 
blueprints. Customers can use these blueprints, 
designed to Well-Architected principles, to deploy 
multiple services that constitute an application with 
all permissions. Customers can now define inputs 
their end-users need to provide and enable their 
users to deploy compliant footprints.   

Instantly discover, inventory, tag and organize 
deployed AWS resources across AWS accounts and 
regions, and view in application context.

Monitoring Dashboards with real-time events and 
trends in a business context and respond to alerts 
through one-click remote access.

Automate routine management tasks such as 
missing patch scanning and data protection 
snapshots, at the time of deployments.



Customers understand that Well-Managed Cloud 
Applications begin with Well-Architected deployments. 
MontyCloud DAY2™ comes with a library of Well-Architected 
Infrastructure as Code deployment blueprints, that mask 
specialized tasks such as provisioning resources, auto-
scaling and managing role-based permissions. This library 
will be continually updated.
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Well-Managed Applications Start with 
Well-Architected Application Deployments

The MontyCloud team helped us build highly automated 
repeatable systems through blueprints. This helped reduce 
environment provisioning time from 4 months to 2 weeks.
Director Cloud Architecture, Global Luxury Jewelry Retailers

EC2 Instance ECS Cluster Fargate Cluster EKS Cluster

Elastic File System Elastic MapReduce Public VPC Private VPC

DynamoDB RDS Replica Jupyter Notebook Elasticsearch Cluster

Jmeter Wordpress Static Website Jenkins Master (HA)



FEATURES MontyCloud DAY2™ Standard MontyCloud DAY2™ Premium

Blueprints All Blueprints All Wild Pack Blueprints

Usage Rights Unlimited within same company Unlimited within same company

Provisioning Manual Through AWS Console Orchestrated Through DAY2™

Discover & Inventory Resources   

Business Context Organization   

Remote Access to VMs   

Start/stop and kill EC2 VMs   

VM Snapshots   

Patch Scanning   

Custom scripts   

SNS/Slack Integration   

Resource Tagging   

Resource grouping   

Health dashboards   

Role based Access   

MontyCloud DAY2™ comes in two easy to use subscriptions. Both the subscriptions come with 
access to all the Infrastructure as Code blueprints that are available today with automated 
management. 

PLANS TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
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